We describe the graphical study of geodesic motion on Schwarzshild Robertson-Walker space-time using the symbols and graphical computation facilities of maple platform.
Introduction
Learning to solve the geodesic equations is an integral part of a first course on general relativity. However, most texts on general relativity do not contain a sufficient number of solvable examples that illustrate the behavior of geodesics. This lack is largely due to the fact that the geodesic equations are not easy to solve exactly. The use of Maple in the study of geodesic motion has a long history; see [2] for a list of articles using Maple and GRTensorII package.
The main goal of the article is to bring the geodesic equations in an appropriate form to graphically represent them for visualizing their properties in an easier and striking way. We do this using directly the DEtools package without explicitly solving analytically the equations. This paper illustrates the graphical study of geodesic motion in Schwarzshild Robertson-Wallker spacetime using the symbolic, and graphical computation facilities of the Maple platform + GRTensorII. fixed by GrTensorII, till we shall come back to Maple, where there is no possibility of confusion. We do this as a series of GrTensorII definitions; we use some ideas from [1] and [2] in our calculation. 
Geodesics in the Schwarshild Robertson-Wallker space-time

=diff(phi(tau),tau),diff(te(tau),tau)=diff(t(tau),tau),four);
Thus we obtain the next four geodesic equations:
We can solve the first equation using the next Maple commands: (diff(phi(tau),tau) =diffph,ecufour))); >four:=expand(simplify(subs(diff(phi(tau),tau)= subs(theta=theta(tau),diffph),subs(cos(theta) = cos(theta(tau)),sin(theta)=sin(theta(tau)),four)))); >two:=subs(diff(t(tau),tau)=diffte,diff(phi(tau),tau)=diffph,two); >three:=subs(diff(phi(tau),tau)=diffph,three);
Obtaining for diffph We observe that the second equation (three) is now canceled by the fixing of  coordinate. Finally we have the equation two.
Our purpose is from now on to split the above equation in two different ones, expressing the derivatives for r and t in terms of the angular coordinate . Thus we obtain the next two differential equations:
We used the Maple commands sequence below for numerical integration of the system of equations (2, 3) . We use 
Conclusion
We illustrated here the possibility of the study of geodesic motion using the graphical facilities of an integrated (algebraic+graphic) computer platform as Maple. We applied the DEtools package included in several versions of Maple (we mainly used Maple 12) for direct numerical integrations and numerical output plotting of geodesic equations. For this purpose it was necessary to bring the equations in an appropriate form which imposed a special treatment by algebraic computing methods (including tensorial manipulations done in GrTensorII package). This treatment was somehow different of the classical analytical methods used to study the geodesic equations in the literature. The Maple programs and commands sequences we used can be easily adapted for other examples. For instance graphical study of geodesic motion on Schwarzshild de ssiter space-time in [4] and [5] are discussed.
